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2022 Grand Design Solitude 375RES $91,995
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Description 2022 Grand Design Solitude 375RES, Grand Design Solitude fifth wheel 375RES
highlights: Unique Exterior Sliding Tray Rear Separate Living Area Kitchen Island
Buffet Four-Door Refrigerator Pass-Through Storage Your extended stays at any
location will be enjoyable in this fifth wheel with the separate rooms, the five slide
outs and the storage found inside as well as outside! The exterior rear storage
with sliding tray is super handy to carry the larger camping items and totes plus
there are several other compartments for items such as charcoal, outdoor games,
hiking boots, fishing gear and more. The separate rear entertainment and living
area provides an LED TV with fireplace below, several windows for great views,
furniture to relax on as well as sleep on, plus USB charging outlets for your
cellphones and such. The middle kitchen offers a buffet, a hutch, an oversized
pantry, stainless steel appliances, and a free-standing dinette slide out with more
views out of the windows. The full bathroom is up a few steps and before you
reach the front bedroom. You will love the seated shower and linen storage. The
bedroom provides a queen bed slide, a pull-out ottoman, a flip-up dresser with
LED TV, and a mirrored wardrobe. There are a few more options to add if you
wish such as a washer/dryer, an outside pull-out kitchen, and/or a Solitude solar
system. With any Solitude fifth wheel by Grand Design, you will get maximum
insulation from the thermal roof design, the exclusive fully laminated walls, the
triple insulated main floor, the Rail-Tite underbelly seal, the insulated gooseneck
and the insulated baggage doors. The MORryde rubber pin box system utilizes a
unique rubber shear spring to positively deal with rough towing and road shock,
the Tire Linc TPMS system monitors pressure and temperature, and the 6-point
hydraulic system allows you to setup easily. And the upgraded shower system,
the hardwood window valances, the oversized kitchen pantry, the window above
the master bed headboard, and the Rockford Fosgate stereo entertainment
system with HDMI and App controls are a few more reasons you will love these
extended-stay fifth wheels!

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: C76777Z8
VIN Number: 573FS4225NAA07176
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 41
GVW: 16800
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 5

Item address , Jerome, Idaho, United States
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